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Motor inhibition can occur even without conscious perception and any voluntary effort. Although it is now clear that such an inhibitory process needs time to unfold, its exact temporal dynamic remains to be elucidated. Therefore, the present study aims to examine the impact of various temporal factors on automatic motor inhibition using the masked priming task. Results show that this process can be modulated by any factor that introduces time between the mask onset and the execution of target response, whether it stems from a purely external origin (mask-target stimulus-onset asynchrony [SOA]), a purely internal origin (spontaneous reaction time [RT] fluctuations), or a mix of both (RT fluctuations from the target sequence). Moreover, when the external temporal factor could not determine the direction of prime influence, the RT fluctuations had the strongest impact on the priming effect. These RT fluctuations are plausibly the result of spontaneous trial-to-trial changes from more impulsive and error-prone decisions to more cautious and accurate decisions to the target. Indeed, both accuracy and speed were equally required during the task, but both requirements are impossible to achieve perfectly in every trial. This suggests that fluctuations in the level of caution in voluntary decisions can modulate unconscious and involuntary motor inhibition.
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Perceiving stimuli from our environment can activate specific actions that we have associated with them, even if we have no intention to respond to these stimuli (Gibson, 1979; Grèze & Decety, 2002; Tucker & Ellis, 1998). Such action affordances allow us to quickly react to our environment and perform routines of everyday life. However, automatic actions might sometimes interfere with our voluntary action selection, to such an extent that premature and irrelevant responses can appear. Inhibition of these unwanted actions is thus crucial to behave in accord with our intentions (Miller, 2000; Ridderinkhof, 2002a, 2002b; Ridderinkhof, van den Wildenberg, Wijnen, & Burle, 2004; Sumner et al., 2007). Note that such selective inhibitory mechanisms might sometimes appear maladaptive, because they suppress actions that might subsequently be required. Nonetheless, it is a small cost relative to risking the execution of an irrelevant action (Sumner et al., 2007). Importantly, although selective inhibitory mechanisms are needed to improve voluntary action selections, they are not necessarily under conscious, voluntary control.

Indeed, several studies have suggested that selective motor inhibition can take place automatically and without any voluntary effort (e.g., Eimer & Schlaghecken, 2003; Sumner et al., 2007). This automatic form of motor inhibition was typically observed in the context of the masked arrow priming task, during which participants are instructed to respond as fast and accurately as possible to the direction of a target arrow, which could either point to the left or right (\(<\) or \(\geq\)). Crucially, the target is preceded by a masked arrow that could either point in the same direction as the target (compatible condition) or in the opposite direction (incompatible condition). This masked arrow is generally not consciously perceived, and participants are not explicitly instructed to inhibit some responses during the task (in opposition to van Gaal, Ridderinkhof, Scholte, & Lamme, 2010), suggesting that inhibition cannot be under conscious, voluntary control. Supporting a low-level locus of the inhibitory mechanism, several studies suggested that the supplementary motor area (SMA; a posterior area of the frontal cortex interconnected with the primary motor area) is the brain area that causes the inhibitory process in the masked priming task (Boy, Evans, et al., 2010; Sumner et al., 2007).

It is now well accepted that two important experimental manipulations are necessary to observe an automatic motor inhibitory effect (for a review, see McBride, Boy, Husain, & Sumner, 2012). First, the delay between the backward mask and the target arrow plays a major role in the occurrence of automatic motor inhibition. It has been systematically found that when the mask-target stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA) is very short (about 0–40 ms),
responses are faster and more accurate in compatible than in incompatible trials (positive compatibility effect, PCE). This PCE reflects automatic motor activation of the prime influencing the target response. In contrast, when the mask-target SOA is long (about 100–200 ms), responses are slower and less accurate in compatible than in incompatible trials. This Negative Compatibility Effect (NCE) is thought to reflect the subsequent inhibition of the prime response activation (Aron et al., 2003; Boy et al., 2010; Eimer & Schlaghecken, 2003; Sumner et al., 2007).

Second, the mask must share no relevant stimulus features with the prime, otherwise the NCE may reflect object-updating instead of motor inhibition. Object-updating is thought to account for the NCE observed in studies that use pattern masks constructed by superimposing the two alternative prime stimuli (Eimer & Schlaghecken, 1998; Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2000), or metacounterst mask, in which the internal contours correspond to the contours from the superimposition of the two alternative primes (Eimer, 1999; Lingnau & Vorberg, 2005; Mattler, 2006). According to the object-updating theory (Lleras & Enns, 2004, 2006; Verleger, Jaśkowski, Aydemir, van der Lubbe, & Groen, 2004), each new object presented to an observer becomes integrated into an already existing percept, so that if the percept changes, the existing percept is replaced by the most recent update. Therefore, when the prime (e.g., a right-pointing arrow) is rapidly followed by the mask (i.e., composed of both right-pointing and left-pointing arrow features), the updated object (the novel element added to the percept) consists of those features of the mask that are not present in the prime; that is, a left-pointing arrow. In this context, the observation of an NCE simply reflects that the updated arrow induces priming by itself and always points in the opposite direction to the prime arrow. Importantly, several studies have demonstrated an NCE, even with masks sharing no relevant stimulus features with the prime (Boy & Sumner, 2010; Klapp, 2005; Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2006; Sumner, 2008). For instance, a significant NCE was found with masks that contained vertical and horizontal random lines when the primes and targets were left-pointing and right-pointing double arrows (Schlaghecken, Bowman, & Eimer, 2006). In such a case, the NCE is likely to be the result of automatic inhibitory mechanisms (for a similar instance, see Boy & Sumner, 2010). For random-line masks (i.e., masks constructed by combining all the possible line orientations), an NCE was also observed when the primes and targets were left-pointing and right-pointing double arrows (used in e.g., Eimer & Schlaghecken, 2002; Praamstra & Seiss, 2005; Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2002, 2004; Seiss & Praamstra, 2004). This random-line mask is not fully irrelevant because it might be composed of oblique lines of the same orientation as that of the prime stimuli. However, several findings suggest that object-updating might not play a major role in NCE with random line masks. For instance, Sumner (2008) found that the NCE was not different between classical random-line masks and fully irrelevant masks. More recently, Atas, San Anton, and Cleeremans (2014) showed that the origin of the NCE obtained with random line masks was purely motor, which is consistent with the motor inhibitory account. This NCE was not correlated with the NCE obtained with metacounterst masks, which elicited strong perceptual object updating effects. Taken together, these studies suggest that NCEs obtained with random line masks are very similar to those obtained with fully irrelevant masks and are likely to be the result of motor inhibitory mechanisms.

The fact that participants are not aware of the brief task-irrelevant stimulus and that they are not instructed to employ response inhibition during the task suggest that the observed motor inhibition (i.e., the NCE) takes place automatically and without any conscious intention to suppress the prime response. Note, however, that unawareness of the stimuli is not necessary to observe this effortless and automatic inhibitory process: NCEs have been observed when random-line mask stimuli were presented after the prime but not in the same location, so that the prime was perfectly visible (e.g., Jaśkowski, 2008). This latter study also suggests that the automatic motor inhibitory process is triggered by the occurrence of the mask after the prime. This mask is thought to indicate that the ongoing action elicited by the prime is possibly premature and wrongly prepared (Jaśkowski, 2008; Jaśkowski, Białuńska, Tomanek, & Verleger, 2008; Jaśkowski & Przekora-Krawczyk, 2005; Jaśkowski & Verleger, 2007). Thus, after the occurrence of the mask, inhibition can be initiated and then can be completed when the delay between the mask onset and the target onset is sufficiently long.

However, besides the mask-target SOA and the type of mask, a third factor that could also play a major role on automatic motor inhibition is fluctuations of reaction time (RT) to the target. If motor inhibitory mechanisms need time to become effective, then more time between the mask onset and the target response should produce more inhibition no matter of the source of time examined. The response latency to the target can thus be seen as another temporal factor that could modulate automatic inhibition in the same direction as the Prime-Target SOA factor. Relevant with this hypothesis, previous studies using other types of conflict tasks showed a decrease or reversal of the compatibility effect (CEs) across the levels of response latency (De Jong, Liang, & Lauber, 1994; Hommel, 1997; Ridderinkhof, 2002a; Valle-Inclán & Redondo, 1998; Wascher, Schatz, Kuder, & Verleger, 2001). This suggests that motor inhibitory processes can be revealed through the RT distributional analysis (see Ridderinkhof, 2002a, 2002b; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). These studies used mainly the Simon task, which consists of choosing between a left- and right-button press according to the color of a stimulus presented either on the left or on the right of a fixation point (Craft & Simon, 1970). Noteworthy, selective motor inhibition processes in this task are thought to be effortful and under voluntary control. Consistent with this view, a functional MRI (fMRI) study showed that individual differences in the efficiency to implement inhibitory control in the Simon task were associated with differences in the right inferior frontal cortex (Forstmann, van den Wildenberg, & Ridderinkhof, 2008), a prefrontal area typically involved in effortful and voluntary suppression of actions (Aron & Poldrack, 2006; Chevrier, Noseworthy, & Schachar, 2007; Konishi et al., 1999; Leung & Cai, 2007; Li, Huang, Constable, & Sinha, 2006).

Slower decisions to the target might reveal more motor inhibition of irrelevant actions not only in the Simon task, but also in the masked priming task. This will extend the role of RT fluctuations to the case of automatic motor inhibition. However, at present, the influence of RT fluctuations on the NCE has only been investigated in few studies, all of which have produced contradictory results. Both Eimer (1999) and Schlaghecken and Eimer (2000) found that the NCE increases with response latency, whereas
Verleger, Jaśkowski, Aydemir, van der Lubbe, and Groen (2004) observed that its influence was minimal. Noteworthy, Eimer (1999), Schlaghecken and Eimer (2000), and Verleger et al. (2004) all used masks consisting of superimposed left and right arrows. Therefore, the NCE obtained with these masks more likely reflects a CE stemming from objet-updating rather than from automatic inhibition of the prime. More recently, using random-line masks and a mask-target SOA of 150 ms, Maylor, Birak, and Schlaghecken (2011) have shown that the NCE had the same magnitude over the different bins of RT in a group of young adults. Based on these results, it seems that response latency does not modulate automatic motor inhibition in the young population. In contrast, the CE was positive or null for fast responses and negative for slow responses in a group of older adults. These results might suggest that the NCE is delayed in older adults compared with younger adults. If this hypothesis is correct, then the delay of 150 ms between the mask onset and the target onset might already be sufficient in young adults to completely inhibit the prime motor activation even at the fastest responses, suggesting that response time might lose its power to modulate motor inhibition at this long SOA. Thus, it remains possible that response latency to the target might also modulate the direction of the CE in young adults at shorter mask-target SOAs.

In the present study, we investigated whether RT fluctuations could modulate automatic motor inhibition in young adults across different mask-target SOA conditions. To address this issue and ensure that the NCE indeed reflects prime-induced inhibition, we used masks consisting of random lines (see Sumner, 2008). The first goal of the present study was to explore the role that response latency to the target plays in the onset of automatic motor inhibition. We hypothesized that longer target RTs would be associated with more negative values of the CE (i.e., more automatic motor inhibition). The second goal was to examine the relationship between time from mask-target SOA and time from response latency on inhibition. If the impact of response latency on the NCE was confirmed, how is this impact modulated by the mask-target SOA? There are at least two (not incompatible) reasons to hypothesize that both temporal factors should interact. The first reason is related to the fact that mask-target SOA and response latency represent two qualitatively different variations of time. The mask-target SOA is an external manipulation of the temporal factors taking place within the stimulation that strongly constrains the sequence of prime-driven activation and target-driven activation (Aron et al., 2003; Eimer & Schlaghecken, 2003). In contrast, RT fluctuations represent an internal variation of time that occurs stemming from systematic sources originating in the external environment, we also studied the impact of a systematic source of RT fluctuations on the CE; that is, the target sequence. In two-alternative forced-choice tasks, previous targets modulate the RT on the current target in a systematic manner, even though target sequences are randomly ordered (Gao, Wong-Lin, Holmes, Simen, & Cohen, 2009; Soetens, Boer, & Hueting, 1985). When the response-to-stimulus interval (RSI) is sufficiently long (e.g., 500–1,000 ms), previous targets modulate strategic expectancies about the actual target: RT tends to be shorter if the current target confirms the expectation (Gao et al., 2009). In the present study, we therefore used a long RSI of about 1,600 ms to track such expectancy-driven RT fluctuations. Crucially, at first glance, the target sequence variable has no link with automatic motor inhibition. Then, the demonstration that such a variable is associated with motor inhibition simply because this variable modulates RTs has an important implication in the field. Indeed, this would suggest that automatic motor inhibition can be indirectly associated with many factors that were previously considered as not relevant (i.e., any factor that modulates RT).

To summarize, the purposes of the present study were (a) to investigate the impact of RT fluctuations on the time-course of automatic inhibition of a masked prime; (b) to test whether its impact interacts with the impact of mask-target SOA on inhibition; and (c) to track whether a systematic source of RT fluctuations stemming from the situation’s context might account for the inhibition observed: RT fluctuations because of target sequence.

**Method**

Experiments 1a and 1b were designed to examine precisely the evolution of the CE through response latency: The CE was examined across 10 levels of response latency (i.e., at the level of RT deciles). To have a sufficient number of trials in each subcondition (crossing the levels of the compatibility, mask-target SOA, and response latency variables), we only used 4 mask-target SOAs in each of these experiments. The mask-target SOAs of 0, 50, 100, and 150 ms were examined in the Experiment 1a. These SOAs are known to produce either strong PCEs (SOAs of 0 and 50 ms) or strong NCEs (SOAs of 100 and 150 ms), and are thus used in the majority of the masked priming studies with arrow primes. In contrast, the mask-target SOAs of 60, 70, 80, and 90 ms were examined in the Experiment 1b. These SOAs are known to produce no sizable CEs (typically null or small effects), and for this reason, they are not frequently used in masked priming studies with arrow primes.
Experiment 2 was designed to examine precisely how the impact of response latency on CE differs across the levels of mask-target SOAs. For this experiment, we used the 8 mask-target SOAs (0, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, and 150 ms), but the CE was examined only across 5 levels of response latency (i.e., at the level of RT quintiles). Therefore, the same number of trials was used in each subcondition (crossing the levels of the compatibility, mask-target SOA, and response latency variables) of each experiment. Except the specificities mentioned earlier, all apparatus, stimuli, and procedures were identical in the three experiments.

Participants

Fifty students (42 women; mean age = 21.5) from the Université Libre de Bruxelles were tested and included in the participant samples: Sixteen, 15, and 19 students participated in Experiments 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Six more participants were tested but discarded from the analyses because they were able to discriminate the prime stimulus, as evidenced by above-chance performance during a discrimination test on the arrow prime (p < .05, χ² test, see below for further details on this visibility test). Participants all reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naive to the purpose of the experiment. They were paid €8 for their participation.

Apparatus and Stimuli

Stimuli were displayed on a CRT monitor (Philips 107T, resolution 800 × 600) at a refresh rate of 100 Hz. Subjects viewed the screen from a distance of 70 cm. Responses were executed with the index fingers of both hands and collected through the two extreme keys of a button box (E-prime 1.1, PST software, Pittsburgh, PA). All stimuli were black and displayed at the center of the screen on a white background. Both prime and target stimuli were left- and right-pointing double arrows (< and >) subtending a visual angle of approximately 1.6° × 0.7°. Masks were made up of 35 randomly oriented lines of different length positioned on a virtual grid of 3.3° × 2.7° (Figure 1). Fifty different masks were created, and one was randomly selected on each trial. The fixation cross subtended a visual angle of approximately 0.6° × 0.6°. The fixation cross, the prime, and the mask stimulus appeared at the center of the screen, whereas the target was randomly presented just above or below the mask (the distance from the center of the screen to the center of the target arrow subtended a visual angle of 1.8°).

Design and procedure. In the priming task, participants had to make quick and accurate responses with a left- or right-hand key press to the orientation of the target arrow. The prime was either identical to (compatible trials) or opposite of (incompatible trials) the target arrow stimulus. Each trial started with a fixation cross that was presented for 500 ms, followed by a blank of 300 ms. The prime was then presented at the center of the screen for 30 ms and was immediately followed by a mask (100 ms). The target was presented for 100 ms, either above or below the mask. The interval between the onset of the mask and the onset of the target (the mask-target SOA) was systematically manipulated. Depending on the experiment, 4 or 8 of the following mask-target SOAs were used: 0, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, and 150 ms (Figure 1). After the offset of the target, a blank screen was displayed until participants had responded. The intertrial interval consisted of an additional blank screen presented for 700 ms. Considering the target as the stimulus, the RSI ranged from 1,520 ms to 1,670 ms (Figure 1). The priming task consisted of 16 experimental blocks of 80 trials each, separated by short breaks of minimum 30 s. Each block contained only trials with one specific mask-target SOA condition. The order of the 16 blocks was counterbalanced between participants. Each block contained an equal number of compatible and incompatible trials, presented in a randomized order. Performance feedback was presented after each block (mean RTs and percentage of correct responses to the target). A practice block of 20 trials preceded the 16 experimental blocks. At the end of the experiment, visibility of the prime was evaluated by a discrimination test on the arrow prime. Prime and mask stimuli were presented in the same way as in the main experiment, but the target was removed. After the offset of the mask, either the question “left?” or “right?” was displayed until participants had responded, which could be done without time pressure. Participants had to respond “yes” with the left index if the direction of the prime arrow corresponded to the question, and “no” with the right index if it did not. The visibility task consisted of 48 trials. The different prime-target-question relations were all represented equally and randomly presented.

Data analysis. The first trial of each block, as well as any trial in which RT <100 or >1,000 were excluded from the analyses (<1%); For any analysis on RTs, errors were also excluded.

For the analysis of “CE independent of response latency,” mean error percentages and correct RTs were each submitted to a repeated measure analysis of variance (Greenhouse-Geisser correction) with mask-target SOA (for the specific SOAs used in each experiment, see above) and compatibility (compatible or incompatible) as within-subject factors. For the analysis of “CE on RTs across different levels of response latency,” we used the RT distributional analysis procedure (De Jong et al., 1994; Hommel, 1997; Ridderinkhof, 2002a; Valle-Inclán & Redondo, 1998; Wascher et al., 2001). RTs were rank-ordered separately for each participant and for each of the 8 (or the 16) conditions created by crossing the 2 levels of compatibility and the 4 (or the 8) levels of mask-target SOA. Then, for each subject and for each of these conditions, RTs were separated into 10 (or 5) speed bins, which were determined by the specific decile (or quintile) values. Therefore, each speed bin contained almost the

1 In the Experiments 1a and 1b, each participant performed one of the two predetermined orders of SOA blocks. The SOA of the successive blocks in Experiment 1a were either (1) 0, 0, 0, 0, 50, 50, 50, 100, 100, 100, 150, 150, 150, and 150 ms, or (2) 150, 150, 150, 150, 50, 50, 50, 100, 100, 100, 50, 50, 0, 0, 0, and 0 ms. The SOA of the successive blocks in Experiment 1b were either (1) 60, 60, 60, 60, 70, 70, 70, 70, 80, 80, 80, 80, 90, 90, 90, 90, 90, and 90, or (2) 90, 90, 90, 90, 80, 80, 80, 80, 70, 70, 70, 60, 60, 60, and 60 ms. In the Experiment 2, each participant performed one of the four predetermined orders of SOA blocks. The SOA of the successive blocks were either (1) 0, 0, 0, 50, 50, 60, 70, 70, 80, 80, 90, 90, 100, 100, 150, and 150 ms, or (2) 150, 150, 150, 150, 50, 50, 0, 0, 0, and 0 ms, (3) 80, 80, 90, 90, 90, 100, 100, 150, 150, 70, 70, 60, 60, 50, 0, 0, or 0 ms, or (4) 70, 70, 60, 60, 50, 50, 0, 0, 80, 80, 90, 90, 100, 100, 150, and 150 ms.

2 Because participants started each block by pressing the spacebar of the keyboard and then responded to the target by choosing between the two extreme keys of the button box, the RT of the very first trial was affected by the changing of devices. For this reason, it was systematically not analyzed.
Figure 1. Trial procedure of the priming task. Trials were compatible when prime and target arrows pointed in the same direction, incompatible when they pointed in opposite directions. For mask-target stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA) 0 blocks, targets appeared together with (above or below) the mask. For mask-target SOA 50, 60, 70, 80, or 90 ms (Experiments 1b and 2), the mask was first presented alone and then together with the target, which remained alone on the screen after the offset of the mask. In mask-target SOA 100 blocks, targets appeared immediately after the offset of the mask. In mask-target SOA 150 blocks, targets appeared 50 ms after the offset of the mask.
same number of trials (about 16 trials). Finally, the mean RT was calculated for each speed bin in each condition for each participant. As a consequence, the global mean of RTs was similar to the average of the mean RT of the 10 (or 5) speed bins. This procedure was carried out so as to make it possible to create a new variable, “response latency,” with 10 (or 5) levels, ranging from decile 1 (or quintile 1; i.e., the first speed bin with very fast trials) to decile 10 (or quintile 5; i.e., the last speed bin with very slow trials). The same analysis of variance (ANOVA) design as in the previous analysis of RTs was used, but included the new variable response latency with 10 levels (or 5 levels).

The purpose of the Experiment 2 was to examine how response latency exerts a different modulatory influence on the CE dependent upon the level of mask-target SOA. To do so, one method would be to compare the CEs from each sublevel of mask-target SOA × Response Latency. However, this is not efficient enough to get a clear picture of the results, because multiple analyses can detect even subtle differences that are not relevant. Instead, we used another method that consisted of computing the slope of the 5 points corresponding to the CEs of the 5 quintiles for each mask-target SOA and for each participant. A negative value of the slope for a particular mask-target SOA level means that the CE decreases or becomes more negative across the 5 quintiles for this SOA. The higher the negative value of the slope, the stronger the impact of response latency on the CE for the particular mask-target SOA level. Comparing the slope values of the different SOAs should indicate in which of the SOA conditions the impact of the response latency is the strongest. Slope values were submitted to a repeated measures analysis of variance with the mask-target SOA (0, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, and 150 ms) as a within-subject factor.

For the analysis of “Prime visibility,” the accuracy performance in the visibility test and the d’ (an index of signal detection) were each submitted to a one-sample t-test against chance level (50% for the accuracy performance, and 0 for the d’). Moreover, to examine whether the CEs (the CE for each mask-target SOA, both on RTs and on errors) and the prime visibility were correlated, the d’ performance as it relates to each of the 8 (or 16) overall CEs was examined in 8 (or 16) correlation analyses.

Finally, for the analysis of “Correlation with intersubject variability in response latency,” we examined whether the CEs and the intersubject variability in response speed (i.e., the fact that participants differ regarding their overall response speed to the target) were correlated. The overall response speed as it relates to each of the 4 (or 8) overall CEs on RTs was examined in 4 (or 8) correlation analyses. We did not perform the same analysis with the CEs on errors because of the strong speed-accuracy trade-off (i.e., faster participants made more errors than slower participants); r(1,16) = −.74, p = .001 in Experiment 1a; r(1,15) = −.72, p = .003 in Experiment 1b; and r(1,19) = −.50, p = .03 in Experiment 2.

Results of the Experiment 1a

CE (on errors and RTs) independent of response latency. The CE decreased (became more negative) with the levels of mask-target SOA, both on RTs, F(1.9, 28.3) = 74.63, p < .001, and on errors, F(1.4, 21.5) = 10.91, p = .001; mean error = 4% (Figure 2). Planned comparisons indicated a significant PCE on both measures at the SOA 0 ms, t(15) = 3.54, p = .003, PCE = 3.8%, t(15) = 10.42, p < .001, PCE = 48 ms, and at the SOA 50 ms, t(15) = 3.37, p = .004, PCE = 3.9%; t(15) = 4.21, p = .001, PCE = 21 ms. Thus, PCEs were found at the short SOAs, which reflect the initial motor activation of the prime. In contrast, an NCE was found both at the SOA 100 ms, t(15) = −1.87, p = .081, NCE = −1.4%, t(15) = −2.37, p = .032, NCE = −11 ms, and at the SOA 150 ms, t(15) = −2.18, p = .046, NCE = −1.9%, t(15) = −2.89, p = .011, NCE = −15 ms. Thus, NCEs were found at the long SOAs, which reflect the subsequent inhibition of the prime motor activation.

CE (on RTs) across different levels of response latency. The CE decreased with the levels of response latency, F(1.5, 22.9) = 26.79, p < .001. Large PCEs were found at fast RTs, whereas no CE or small NCEs were found at slow RTs (Table 1). Moreover, this CE decrease with response latency was modulated by the mask-target SOA, F(3.8, 57.6) = 3.18, p = .021 (Figure 2 and Table S1a [available online as supplemental material]).

Prime visibility. Participants were unable to perceive the prime arrows, mean accuracy = 48.9%, t(15) = −0.75, p = .463; mean d’ = −0.06, t(15) = −0.77, p = .454. Moreover, the CEs and the prime visibility seem to be independent (none of the correlations were significant, all ps > .096).

Correlation with intersubject variability in response latency. The CEs and the intersubject response speed also appear to be independent (none of the correlations were significant, all ps > .699). Therefore, while intrasubject variability in response latency modulated the CE, the intersubject variability had no impact on this factor.

Results of the Experiment 1b

CE (on errors and RTs) independent of response latency. For errors (2.7% of trials), the interaction between mask-target SOA and compatibility was not significant, F(2.3, 31.6) = 1.07, p = .371. For correct RTs, the CE decreased with the levels of mask-target SOA, F(2.7, 23.3) = 19.08, p < .001 (Figure 3). Results showed a small and just significant PCE at the SOA 60 ms, t(14) = 2.15, p = .049, PCE = 10 ms; a nonsignificant effect at the SOA 70 ms, t(14) = 0.366, p = .720, CE = 2 ms; a small NCE at the SOA 80 ms, t(14) = −2.79, p = .015, NCE = −7 ms; and a larger and more robust NCE at the SOA 90 ms, t(14) = −3.30, p = .005, NCE = −12 ms.

CE (on RTs) across different levels of response latency. The CE decreased with the levels of response latency, F(2.1, 29.7) = 33.38, p < .001. Large PCEs were found at fast RTs, whereas large NCEs were found at slow RTs (Table 2). The CE decrease with response latency was not significantly modulated by the mask-target SOA, F(4.6, 64.4) = 2.15, p = .075 (Figure 3 and Table S1b). This is not surprising because these mask-target SOAs have very close values.

Prime visibility. Participants were unable to perceive the prime arrows, mean accuracy = 48.1%, t(14) = −1.17, p = .260; mean d’ = −0.10, t(14) = −1.14, p = .272. The CEs and the prime visibility appear also to be independent (none of the correlations were significant, all ps > .086).

Correlation with intersubject variability in response latency. The CEs and the intersubject response speed were independent (none of the correlations were significant, all ps > .500).
In sum, Experiments 1a and 1b replicated the previous findings: Large PCEs occurred at short SOAs, no or small CEs occurred at intermediate SOAs, and large NCEs occurred at long SOAs. More important, by using masks known to elicit inhibition of the prime motor activation, these experiments also demonstrated that faster response times were associated with more positive values of the CE, whereas slower response times were associated with more negative values of the CE. This suggests a major role of RT fluctuations on the time-course of unconscious and automatic motor inhibition.

### Results of the Experiment 2

**CE (on errors and RTs) independent of response latency.**

The CE decreased with the levels of mask-target SOA, both on RTs, $F(3.8, 67.7) = 41.33, p < .001$, and on errors, $F(4.2, 76) = 8.14, p < .001$ (Figure 4). On errors, a PCE was found at the SOA 0 ms, $t(18) = 3.93, p = .001, PCE = 4.3\%$; no significant effect was found at the SOAs 50, 60 and 70 ms (all ps > .204); a marginal effect was observed at the SOA 80, $t(18) = -2.03, p = .057, NCE = -1.5\%$; and a NCE was found at the SOAs 90, 100 and 150 ms, all ts(18) < -2.97 and ps < .01, with an NCE of $-2.0\%$, $-2.3\%$ and $-2.6\%$, respectively. Similarly on RTs, a PCE was found at the SOA 0 ms, $t(18) = 8.64, p < .001, PCE = 36 ms$; no significant effect was found at the SOAs 50 and 60 ms ($ps > .232$); and a significant NCE was observed at the SOAs 70,

---

*Figure 2.* Results of Experiment 1a. (A) The overall compatibility effect (CE) on errors (incompatible-compatible trials) significantly decreases (i.e., becomes more negative) with the levels of mask-target SOA; (B) The overall CE on reaction times (RTs; incompatible-compatible trials) significantly decreases (i.e., becomes more negative) with the levels of mask-target SOA; (C) The CE on RTs decreases with the levels of response latency, and this decrease is significantly modulated by the mask-target SOA. The slopes of the CE across the 10 deciles are represented in blue for each of the mask-target SOA conditions; (D) Mean RTs for Compatible (green solid line) and Incompatible (red dashed line) trials across the 10 deciles for each of the mask-target SOA conditions. Error bars represent 1 SEM. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

### Table 1

The Compatibility Effect Observed for Each Level of Response Latency in Experiment 1a Submitted to a One-Sample t-Test Against Zero

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decile</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Compatibility effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>.064</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>.347</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>.748</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
<td>.308</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Based on the Bonferroni alpha correction for the 10 tests, statistical significance was assumed at a value of $p < .005$ (alpha of .05 divided by 10 = .005).
80, 90, 100, and 150 ms, all ts(18) < −3.65 and ps < .003, with an NCE of −16 ms, −15 ms, −21 ms, −20 ms, and −19 ms, respectively. Note that a large PCE was found at the SOA 50 ms in Experiment 1a, while the effect was already null here, suggesting that the reversal (inhibition) occurred earlier in this Experiment 2.

CE on RTs across different levels of response latency. The CE decreased with the levels of response latency, F(1.8, 32) = 102.36, p < .001 (Table 3). Moreover, this decrease of the CE with response latency was modulated by the mask-target SOA, F(5.1, 91) = 4.81, p < .001 (Figure 4 and Table S2).

Slopes analysis. Consistent with the significant 3-way interaction obtained in the previous analysis, the effect of mask-target SOA was significant, F(3.1, 56.5) = 6.29, p < .001, confirming that the CE decrease with response latency (the negativity of the slope value) was modulated by the mask-target SOA. The slope values of the SOAs 0, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100, each tested against zero (one-sample t test), were all significant and negative (all ps < .006 with slope values of −7.18, −13.07, −14.38, −12.47, −10.11, −7.69, and −8, respectively). The slope of SOA 150 ms was marginally significant, t(18) = −2.06, p = .054, slope = −2.02. Thus, except for the longest SOA condition, the CE significantly decreased with response latency. The slope of the SOA 150 ms may have failed to reach significance because of the more important decay associated with the unconscious neural representation of the prime at this longer SOA (Gaillard et al., 2009; Greenwald, Draine, & Abrams, 1996). Indeed, for the quintile 5 of the SOA 150 ms, the Mask-Response SOA (the delay between the mask onset and the overt response) was longer than in all other Mask-Response conditions (Figure 5). For this reason, the slope of this SOA might not be fully comparable with those of the other SOAs. Importantly, the effect of the mask-target SOA on the slope measure was still significant when the SOA 150-ms condition was not included in the analysis, F(2.9, 51.3) = 3.049, p = .039.

Regardless of the SOA 150-ms condition, results of Experiment 2 suggest that although the decrease of the CE with response latency is observed for each mask-target SOA, the decrease seems to be stronger for the more intermediate SOAs (50, 60, 70, and 80 ms with slope values of −14.5 and −13 and −12.5, and −10, respectively) than for the more extreme SOAs (0, 90, and 100 ms, with slopes values of −7, −8, and −8, respectively). A contrast test showed that the slopes of these four intermediate mask-target SOAs (50, 60, 70, and 80 ms) were significantly more negative.
than the slopes of the three extreme SOAs (0, 90, and 100 ms), F(1, 18) = 11.82, p = .003 (the contrast values of this test were −1/3, +1/4, +1/4, +1/4, −1/3, −1/3 for the SOAs 0, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100, respectively). Follow-up analyses indicated that the slope values of SOAs 50, 60, 70, and 80 ms did not significantly differ from each other, F(2, 2, 39.8) = 1.50, p = .234. Similarly, the slope values of SOAs 0, 90, and 100 ms did not significantly differ from each other, F(1,4, 25) = 0.052, p = .893.

In sum, the slope analysis showed that the decrease of the CE with response latency was stronger for the more intermediate mask-target SOAs than for more extreme ones (short or long).

The impact of mask-response delay. The variable Mask-Response SOA was created by adding the mask-target SOA value to the mean RT value of each quintile (Figure 5). Although the CE decreased over the levels of the Mask-Response SOA in a systematic manner, this SOA variable could not account for all the variations observed in the CE. The most striking instance concerns the CE at the mask-target SOA 0 ms with a response latency of 486 ms (Quintile 5) and for the mask-target SOA 70 ms with a response latency of 412 ms (Quintile 4): While both Mask-Response SOAs were about 485 ms, the former exhibited a PCE of 21 ms and the latter an NCE of 30 ms.

Prime visibility. Participants were unable to perceive the prime arrows, mean accuracy = 51.4%, t(18) = 1.10, p = .284; mean d′ = −0.06, t(18) = 0.86, p = .402. The CEs and the prime visibility seem also to be independent (none of the correlations were significant, all ps > .088).

Correlation with intersubject variability in response latency. The CEs and the intersubject response speed appear to be independent (none of the correlations were significant, all ps > .184).

To sum up, replicating Experiment 1a and 1b, results of Experiment 2 showed that RT fluctuations play a major role on the time-course of automatic motor inhibition. Moreover, the impact of RT fluctuations on the CE varies depending on the specific mask-target SOA. That is to say, when the mask-target SOA clearly determines the direction of prime influence, as was the case for short and long SOAs (strong positive CE or strong negative CE), response latency had only a weak impact on the CE. Conversely, when the SOA was intermediate and was less efficient to determine the direction of the influence of the prime (null or smaller overall CE), response latency more strongly influenced the evolution of activation-inhibition.

RT Variations From Target Sequence in All Experiments

RT fluctuations might partly stem from systematic sources originating in the external environment. Here, we examined whether RT fluctuations resulting from target sequence will modulate the CE in a relevant manner. That is to say, faster RTs caused by target sequence will be associated with higher positive values of the CE, and vice versa. According to Soetens, Boer, and Hueting (1985), there are two types of RT fluctuations resulting from target sequence: (1) the influence of the immediately preceding target on the RT of the current trial (first-order target sequence), and (2) the influence of a sequence of targets on the RT of the current trial (higher-order target sequence). With our relatively long RSI (about 1,500 ms), it is not clear that RTs will be faster for immediate target repetitions than for immediate target alternations (Gao et al., 2009; Soetens et al., 1985). However, if this is the case, we expect that RT modulations resulting from first-order target sequence will modulate the CE in a relevant manner. With respect to higher-order target sequence, when the RSI is sufficiently long (e.g., 500–1,000 ms), the sequence of previous targets modulates strategic expectancies about the actual target: RTs tend to be shorter if the current target confirms the expectation (Gao et al., 2009). We expect that such expectancy-driven RT fluctuations will also modulate the CE in a relevant manner.

First-order target sequence. RT on the current trial n is examined depending on the type of target in the immediately preceding trial n-1 (i.e., left or right arrow). The variable first-order sequence has two levels: Repetition for which the current target n is a repetition of the immediately preceding target n-1 (i.e., Left_trial_n-1 Left_trial_n or Right_trial_n-1 Right_trial_n), and Alternation for which the current target is an alternation of the immediately preceding one (i.e., Left_trial_n-1 Right_trial_n or Right_trial_n-1 Left_trial_n). The first trial of each block, incorrect responses, trials following incorrect responses, and RTs <100 or >1000 were excluded from the analysis. For each experiment, mean RTs were submitted to a repeated measures analysis with first-order sequence (repetition and alternation), compatibility (compatible or incompatible), and mask-target SOA (4 or 8 levels depending on the experiment) as within-subject factors. The following paired-sample t tests were carried out with Bonferroni corrections (post hoc analyses).

In Experiment 1a, RTs were not significantly different between repetitions and alternations, F(1, 15) = 1.07, p = .318. However, the interaction between first-order sequence and compatibility was highly significant, F(1, 15) = 28.18, p < .001. The difference between compatible and incompatible trials for target repetitions was significant and corresponded to a PCE, t(15) = 4.19, p = .003; PCE = 16 ms; the other differences were not significant (all ps > .08). Finally, the impact of first-order sequence on the CE was similar over the different mask-target SOA conditions, 3-way interaction: F(3, 45) = 0.94, p = .429.

In Experiment 1b, RTs were not significantly different between repetitions and alternations, F(1, 14) = 1.56, p = .233. The interaction between first-order sequence and compatibility was
Figure 4. Results of Experiment 2 (Part 1). (A) The overall compatibility effect (CE) on errors significantly decreases (i.e., becomes more negative) with the levels of mask-target SOA; (B) The overall CE on reaction times (RTs) significantly decreases (i.e., becomes more negative) with the levels of mask-target SOA; (C) The CE on RTs decreases with the levels of response latency, and this decrease is significantly modulated by the mask-target SOA. The slopes of the CE across the 5 quintiles (in blue) are more negative (the CE decreases with response latency was stronger) for the intermediate SOAs (50, 60, 70, and 80 ms) than for the more extreme SOAs (0, 90, 100, and 150 ms); (D) Mean RTs for compatible (green solid line) and incompatible (red dashed line) trials across the 5 quintiles for each of the mask-target SOA conditions. Error bars represent 1 SEM. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
Table 3
The Compatibility Effect Observed for Each Level of Response Latency in Experiment 2 Submitted to a One-Sample t-Test Against Zero

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quintile</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Compatibility effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>.670</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-2.36</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-5.86</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-7.64</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Based on the Bonferroni alpha correction for the 5 tests, statistical significance was assumed at a value of $p < .01$ (alpha of .05 divided by 5 = .01).

significant, $F(1, 14) = 5.52, p = .034$, indicating that the CE had a higher positive value for repetitions (CE = 2 ms) than for alternations (CE = -6 ms). However, none of the four paired $t$ tests reached significance (all $p$s > .366). As for the previous experiment, the impact of first-order sequence on the CE was similar over the different mask-target SOA conditions, $F(3, 42) = 0.23, p = .874$.

In Experiment 2, RTs were significantly faster for repetitions than for alternations, $F(1, 18) = 4.92, p = .04$. Moreover, the interaction between first-order sequence and compatibility was significant, $F(1, 18) = 32.16, p < .001$. The CE was not significant for target repetition ($p > .990$), whereas RTs were significantly slower in compatible than incompatible trials for target alternations, $t(18) = 3.88, p = .004$; NCE = -13 ms. RTs were also significantly faster for compatible target repetitions than for compatible target alternations, $t(18) = 3.37, p = .014$; difference = 15 ms, whereas no significant difference was observed between incompatible target repetitions and alternations ($p > .890$). Again, the 3-way interaction between first-order sequence, SOA, and compatibility was not significant, $F(7, 126) = 1.13, p = .346$.

Because the mask-target SOA in each experiment did not modulate the interaction between first-order target sequence and compatibility, we grouped the data from the three experiments to obtain a more general perspective on the interaction between first-order target sequence and compatibility (Figure 6). RTs were not significantly different between target repetitions and alternations, $F(1, 49) = 48.92, p < .001$. RTs were significantly faster for compatible target repetitions than for compatible target alternations, $t(49) = 3.31, p = .007$; difference = 9 ms, whereas RTs were not different between incompatible target repetitions and alternations, $t(49) = 0.19, p = .999$; difference = 0 ms. RTs were marginally faster in compatible than in incompatible trials for target repetitions, $t(49) = 2.43, p = .07$; PCE = 5 ms, whereas the CE was negative and not significant for target alternations, $t(49) = 1.78, p = .24$; NCE = -4.5 ms.

Figure 6. Results from all experiments. The compatibility effect is significantly modulated by the first-order sequence. “Target repetition” means that the current target $n$ (e.g., a left arrow) is a repetition of the immediately preceding target $n-1$ (e.g., a left arrow as well), and “target alternation” means that the current target $n$ (e.g., a left arrow) is an alternation of the immediately preceding one $n-1$ (e.g., a right arrow). Error bars represent 1 SEM.
Therefore, the relation between the target on trial n-1 and prime and target on trial n appears to have an influence on the direction of the CE (PCE vs. NCE). The results suggests that complete repetitions between the previous target (e.g., LEFT) and the current prime and target (e.g., left-LEFT) yielded the fastest responses, whereas complete alternation between the previous target (e.g., LEFT) and the current prime and target (e.g., right-RIGHT) led to the slowest responses. RTs were intermediate and equivalent for partial repetitions (e.g., [LEFTtrial,n-1] with right-LEFTtrial,n, [LEFTtrial,n-1] with left-RIGHTtrial,n)

Higher-order target sequence. RT in the current target n was examined depending on the type of succession (alternation or repetition) of each couple of targets in a sequence of 4 targets (see Gao et al., 2009; Soetens et al., 1985). For instance, Lefttrial,n-3 Lefttrial,n-2 Righttrial,n-1 Lefttrial,n (LLRL) is described as a repetition (between Lefttrial,n-3 and Lefttrial,n-2) followed by an alternation (between Lefttrial,n-2 and Righttrial,n-1) followed by another alternation (between Righttrial,n-1 and Lefttrial,n) and thus consists in a Repetition,n-3&n-2 Alternation,n-2 Alternation,n-1&n sequence. In this RA(A) example, the A presented in brackets is the first-order sequence, whereas the RA outside the brackets is the higher-order sequence. The level 1 of the higher-order sequence variable is RR(R) or RR(A), the level 2 is AR(R) or AR(A), the level 3 is RA(R) or RA(A), and the level 4 is AA(R) or AA(A). Thus, higher-order repetitions decrease over the levels of the variable, whereas higher-order alternations increase. Soetens et al. (1985) showed that RTs increased with the increase of higher-order alternations when the current target was a repetition of the immediately preceding one, while the reverse pattern was observed when the current target was an alternation of the immediately preceding one. We expected to replicate this interaction between first-order and higher-order sequences on RTs, and to show that the CE will mirror these RT modulations resulting from target sequence (i.e., faster RTs because of target sequence will be associated with higher positive values of the CE, and vice versa). Thus, we were particularly interested in examining the relation between compatibility, first-order and higher-order target sequences. The role of the mask-target SOA in this relation was not of direct importance.

To increase the sensitivity of the results (by maximizing the number of trials and participants per subcondition) and to avoid possible bias in the results by the mask-target SOA variable, we separated data between groups of similar SOAs and assembled results from experiments containing these SOAs. In addition to the trial exclusion process we applied previously (see data analysis), the three trials that followed incorrect responses, as well as RTs <100 or >1,000 were also excluded. The mean RTs were submitted to a repeated measures analysis of variance with first-order sequence (two levels), higher-order sequence (four levels), and compatibility (two levels) as within-subject factors.

The first analysis was restricted to the data from SOAs 60, 70, and 80 ms: These three mask-target SOAs have been unambiguously considered as “intermediate” through all the experiments. Both Experiments 1b and 2 shared these SOAs and were therefore grouped together (34 participants). The interaction between first-order and higher-order sequences was highly significant, F(3, 99) = 57.87, p < .001 (Figure 7A). For the first-order repetitions, RTs gradually increased with alternations in the higher-order sequence, linear contrast: F(1, 33) = 47.09, p < .001. In contrast, for the first-order alternations, RTs gradually decreased with alternations in the higher-order sequence, linear contrast: F(1, 33) = 86.29, p < .001. This replicates the exact results of Soetens et al. (1985). The 3-way interaction between first-order sequences, higher-order sequences, and compatibility was also significant, F(3, 99) = 4.49, p = .005 (Figure 7C). For the first-order repetitions, the CE gradually decreased (from positive to negative values) with alternations in the higher-order sequence, linear contrast: F(1, 33) = 5.51, p = .025. In contrast, for the first-order alternations, the CE gradually increased (from large negative to small negative values) with alternations in the higher-order sequence, linear contrast: F(1, 33) = 10.46, p = .003.

The second analysis was restricted to the data from SOAs 100 and 150 ms: These two SOAs have been considered to be “long” SOAs eliciting NCEs. This is reflected in the literature, as well as in the present experiments. Both Experiments 1a and 2 shared these SOAs and were thus assembled (35 participants). The interaction between first-order and higher-order sequences was highly significant, F(3, 102) = 77.36, p < .001 (Figure 7B). For the first-order repetitions, RTs gradually increased with alternations in the higher-order sequence, linear contrast: F(1, 34) = 56.03, p < .001. In contrast, for the first-order alternations, RTs gradually decreased with alternations in the higher-order sequence, linear contrast: F(1, 34) = 53.95, p < .001. Moreover, the 3-way interaction between first-order, higher-order sequences, and compatibility was significant, F(3, 102) = 2.74, p = .047 (Figure 7D). For the first-order repetitions, the CE did not significantly decrease with alternations in the higher-order sequence, linear contrast: F(1, 34) = 1.42, p = .241. Finally, for the first-order alternations, the CE gradually increased (from large negative to small negative values) with alternations in the higher-order sequence, linear contrast: F(1, 34) = 5.85, p = .021.

We did not perform an analysis for the short SOA condition, because only SOA 0 ms can be unambiguously considered as short (eliciting a strong overall PCE) through all the experiments. This SOA alone does not contain a sufficient number of trials (8 trials per subcondition) for reliable analysis.

To conclude, the CE modulations followed the RT modulations stemming from target sequences for intermediate SOAs: When RT increased with higher-order sequence, CE values were more negative, whereas when RT decreased with higher-order sequence, CE values were less negative. A similar pattern of results was found for long SOAs, but the effects were weaker.

Discussion

When we make deliberate actions in response to target stimuli, our response time varies considerably even though the perceived information is exactly the same. In three masked priming experiments, we demonstrated that these RT fluctuations in voluntary decisions could modulate the magnitude and the direction of unconscious priming effects. During these experiments, participants had to make quick and accurate responses with a left- or right-hand key press to the orientation of a target arrow. Participants were kept unaware of the fact that the arrow to which they were responding (the target) was preceded by another arrow (the

3 That is, SOAs eliciting a small overall CE and both PCE and NCE when the CE was examined in each speed bin.
Intermediate Mask-Target SOAs (60, 70 and 80 ms) From Experiments 1b & 2

Long Mask-Target SOAs (100 and 150 ms) From Experiments 1a & 2

Figure 7. (A and B) Reaction time (RT) change as a function of the higher-order target sequence is the same for the intermediate mask-target SOAs (plot A) and for the long mask-target SOAs (plot B). Left side of each plot: When the current target \( n \) was a repetition of the immediately preceding one \( n-1 \) (first-order target repetition), RTs increase with the increase of higher-order alternations (i.e., the alternations underlined in the sequences RRR, ARR, RAR, AAR). Right side of each plot: When the current target \( n \) was an alternation of the immediately preceding one \( n-1 \) (first-order target alternation, in bold in the sequences RR, AR, RA, AA), RTs decreased with the increase of higher-order alternations (the alternations underlined in the sequences RRA, ARA, RAA, AAA). (C) The CE evolution as function of the higher-order target sequence for intermediate mask-target SOAs. Left side of the plot: When the current target was a repetition of the immediately preceding one, the CE gradually decreased (from positive to negative values) with the increase of higher-order alternations. Right side of the plot: When the current target was an alternation of the immediately preceding one, the CE gradually increased (from large negative to small negative values) with the increase of higher-order alternations. (D) A similar pattern of results was observed for the long mask-target SOAs, but the effects were less significant. \( r \) = right target, \( l \) = left target; \( A = \) Alternation between two successive targets (e.g., \( r_{-1}, r_{-1}, l_{-3}, r_{-2} \)); \( R = \) repetition between two successive targets (e.g., \( r_{-1}, r_{-1}, l_{-3}, l_{-2} \)). For instance, \( AAR \) (e.g., \( r_{-3}, l_{-2}, r_{-1}, r_{-1} \)) is a higher-order alternation \( r_{-3}, l_{-2}, r_{-1} \) followed by another higher-order alternation \( l_{-2}, r_{-1} \), followed by a first-order repetition \( r_{-1}, r_{-1} \). Error bars represent 1 SEM.
prime) presented very briefly and immediately before a mask. The prime and the target arrows could either point in the same direction (compatible trials) or in opposite directions (incompatible trials). Unlike previous studies examining the role of RT fluctuations on the negative CE (Eimer, 1999; Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2000; Verleger et al., 2004), we used masks composed by random lines to ensure that the NCE reflects automatic motor inhibition and not object-updating (Lleras & Enns, 2004).

Prior studies using random line masks have already shown that the mask-target SOA modulates automatic inhibition of the irrelevant prime activation (Aron et al., 2003; Boy, Evans, et al., 2010; Boy, Husain, & Sumner, 2010; Boy & Sumner, 2010; Eimer & Schlaghecken, 2003; Seiss & Praamstra, 2006). More specifically, these studies showed that short SOAs (0–40 ms) were associated with a PCE, while long SOAs (100–150 ms) were associated with an NCE. We replicated these results and showed that this SOA variable was not the only temporal factor contributing to this inhibition, but that RT fluctuations also play a determinant role. Indeed, the RT distributional analysis showed that PCEs occurred at shorter RTs to the target, reflecting the initial motor activation of the prime. In contrast, NCEs were observed at longer RTs to the target, reflecting the subsequent inhibition of this irrelevant motor activation. Thus, RT fluctuations in the voluntary decision modulated the strength of automatic motor inhibition.

Moreover, we demonstrated that RT influences on the CE was not the same for all mask-target SOA conditions. Indeed, when the mask-target SOA could not determine the prime’s influence on the response to the target (i.e., null or small CE at intermediate SOAs), internal RT fluctuation had a stronger impact on the CE. In contrast, when the mask-target SOA strongly determines the influence of the prime on the response to the target (i.e., large PCEs at the short SOA or large NCEs at the long SOAs), internal RT fluctuations had a weaker impact on the CE. It is interesting that at the SOA of 150 ms, RT fluctuations did not significantly modulate the CE anymore. Our results are thus consistent with the recent study of Maylor, Birak, and Schlaghecken (2011), who found exactly the same results in young adults using random line masks and an SOA of 150 ms. Why is the impact of RT fluctuations on CE so different between the different levels of mask-target SOA? Four different reasons, not altogether incompatible with each other, might account for the observed interaction.

According to a first explanation, the dependency between the magnitude of motor activation (PCE) and the magnitude of motor inhibition (NCE) observed in previous studies (Boy et al., 2010; Boy & Sumner, 2010) might explain the fact that RT fluctuations had a weaker impact on the CE at long SOAs compared with intermediate SOAs. Indeed, once sufficient time is provided by the mask-target SOA to inhibit completely the prime motor influence (i.e., at SOAs of 100–150 ms), the longer RTs do not allow more inhibition because there is nothing else to inhibit. In contrast, for intermediate SOAs, the time provided by the mask-target SOA is insufficient to completely inhibit the prime’s motor influence (i.e., at SOAs of 60–80 ms), allowing the slower RTs to complete the motor inhibitory process.

According to a second explanation, the different results for the long SOAs (especially, the SOA of 150 ms) compared with the intermediate SOAs can also be explained by the short-lived nature of the unconscious representation, which disappears after a few hundreds of milliseconds (Gaillard et al., 2009; Greenwald et al., 1996). Therefore, the NCE increase with response latency at the long SOAs might be smaller because of the more important decay associated with the unconscious neural representation at these long SOAs. That is to say, there is less accumulation of inhibition at the long SOAs because the neural representation is starting to disappear.

According to a third explanation, these results could also be explained by a possible reversal of the NCE across time (i.e., the reoccurrence of a PCE with extremely long delays). Indeed, Sumner and Brandwood (2008) found an NCE at an SOA of 150 ms that was followed by a PCE at SOAs of 400–600 ms, suggesting that once the motor inhibitory effect has accumulated sufficiently, it is again inhibited, resulting in a small PCE at longer delays. Thus, the weaker increase of the NCE with slow responses at longer SOAs compared with intermediate SOAs might be because of the initiation of the inhibition of the NCE at longer RTs of the longer SOAs (i.e., the reoccurrence of a PCE).

Finally, the fourth explanation is more related to the fact that the mask-target SOA is an external stimulus factor that strongly determines the sequence of prime-driven activation and target-driven activation, while RT fluctuations represent internal fluctuations in decision-making processes. It is possible that the level of this external stimulus factor constrains the weight of the influences of the internal fluctuations on the CE. This interpretation is based on the study of Bode et al. (2012), who showed that the level of stimulus discriminability (weak vs. strong) modulates the weight of the influence of internal fluctuations on the perceptual decision (for similar results, see Shadlen & Newsome, 2001). More specifically, they showed that when stimuli provide sufficient discriminative information (noise-masked images of chairs or pianos), decisions were better predicted by poststimulus neuronal activity; that is, by the stimulation itself. In contrast, when stimuli provide no discriminative information (masked noise images), decisions were better predicted by internal prestimulus neuronal activity, that is, by spontaneous fluctuations. Our results might be consistent with these studies because we showed stronger influence of internal fluctuations (i.e., RTs) on the CE when the external stimulation was not able to influence it (i.e., at intermediate mask-target SOAs).

The present study also demonstrates what was suspected in many previous studies: A null CE at the intermediate mask-target SOAs is a transition point that reflects a type of effect that is as meaningful as the ones observed at the other mask-target SOAs (e.g., Bowman, Schlaghecken, & Eimer, 2006; Eimer & Schlaghecken, 2003; Lingnau & Vorberg, 2005). Indeed, no effect at the intermediate SOAs does not mean that no processing happens at all. Instead, it means that some prime processing truly happens, but that the priming effect is null because it is averaged between fast and slow RTs. This can be observed not only in the context of the present stimuli and procedure, but also in various masked priming tasks in which the mask-target SOA was not appropriately settled to observe a sizable overall CE. Indeed, a transition between positive CE and null/negative CE across response times could be either because of some object-updating.
processes, automatic motor inhibition, or a decay of the mental representation elicited by the prime. This suggests that the RT distributional analysis might be useful to examine any masked priming effect; otherwise, important information can be missed.

Furthermore, we showed that target sequence—a systematic source of RT fluctuations coming from the external environment—modulated unconscious motor inhibition. Following the studies of Gao et al. (2009) and Soetens, Boer, and Hueting (1985), we examined the impact of two types of target sequences (1) the influence of the immediately preceding target on the RT/CE of the current trial (first-order target sequence), and (2) the influence of a sequence of three targets on the RT/CE of the current trial (higher-order target sequence).

With regard to first-order target sequence, the presence of a complete repetition or complete alternation between the previous target and the current prime and target seems to influence the direction of the CE (PCE vs. NCE). It is plausible that responding to the previous target increases the level of baseline motor activation in favor of this particular response during the inter-trial interval. Therefore, when both the current prime and target request this response again (i.e., the compatible/target repetition condition in Figure 6), (a) executing the same response once more might be faster (response repetition effect), and (b) inhibiting subliminally triggered activation of that response might be more difficult (response-to-prime repetition effect). In contrast, when both the current prime and target request the opposite response (i.e., the compatible/target alternation condition in Figure 6), (a) executing this opposite response might be slower (response alternation effect), and (b) inhibiting subliminally triggered activation of that opposite response might be easier (response-to-prime alternation effect).

With regard to higher-order target sequence, we replicated the results of Soetens, Boer, and Hueting (1985). RTs increased with the increase in higher-order alternations when the immediately previous target was a repetition of the current target, and the reverse pattern was observed when the immediately previous target was an alternation of the current target. Crucially, we found that the CE modulations followed RT modulations because of target sequences at intermediate SOAs. Indeed, both RTs and the NCE increased with higher-order alternations when first-order sequences were repetitions. Similarly, both RTs and the NCE decreased with higher-order alternations when first-order sequences were alternations. A similar pattern of results was found at long SOAs, but the effects were weaker. Thus, RT modulations resulting from higher-order target sequence influence the CE in the same direction: Longer RTs because of target sequences are associated with more NCE, which reflects more motor inhibition. Noteworthy, this higher-order target sequence variable is known to influence strategic expectancies (Gao et al., 2009) and has nothing to do with automatic motor inhibition. However, this seemingly irrelevant variable is associated with automatic inhibition, simply because it modulates RTs. It is plausible that automatic motor inhibition is potentially associated with any factor that modulates RTs, and thus by many factors that have previously been considered as unrelated, such as posterior slowing, fatigue, and so forth.

Noteworthy, the magnitude of the maximal RT difference because of target sequence was about 35 ms, whereas the magnitude of the RT difference between quintile 1 (very fast trials) and quintile 5 (very slow trials) was about 150–175 ms. Therefore, even though systematic sources of RT fluctuations might account for some modulations of the CE, internal spontaneous fluctuations of RTs might also play an important role in CE modulations. What are the causes of these fluctuations? One plausible source of RT fluctuations is spontaneous adjustments in the speed–accuracy trade-off (SAT) from one trial to the other (Bogacz et al., 2010). Indeed, in conflict tasks, both accuracy and speed are equally required, but both requirements are impossible to achieve perfectly in every trial. In this context, participants spontaneously fluctuated from more impulsive and faster decisions to more cautious and accurate decisions to the target from one trial to the other. It was recently found that the SAT modulates the distance between baseline activity and response threshold in the pre-SMA decision-masking center (Bogacz, Wagenmakers, Forstmann, & Nieuwenhuis, 2010; Forstmann, Dutilh, et al., 2008). Pre-SMA region is also involved in deliberate target-response translation in conflict tasks (Ridderinkhof, Forstmann, Wylie, Burle, & van den Wildenberg, 2011). As suggested by the dual route model, action selection can be driven either by the automatic irrelevant response or by deliberate intention (deliberate target-response translation; Ridderinkhof et al., 2011). Effortful deliberate action selection is more or less effective depending on evidence that had accumulated over time on a given trial. For more cautious and longer responses, the distance between baseline activity and response threshold is larger and evidence accumulate over a more extended period of time before crossing the response threshold. Responses are more accurate because evidence from the target accrued sufficiently: At this stage of processing, action selection is intention-guided (i.e., voluntary decision is effective). For more impulsive and faster response, baseline-to-threshold distance is shorter and evidence accumulates only over a very short period of time before reaching the threshold of overt response. At this early stage of processing, action selection is not perfectly intention-guided (voluntary decision is not fully effective). Thus, spontaneous adjustments in SAT toward a more careful response mode might enable a better selection of the relevant response in face of conflict. This more careful mode of decision to the target might also provide more time for automatic motor inhibitory mechanisms to be effective.

Previously, Sumner et al. (2007) have suggested that automatic inhibitory mechanisms contribute to voluntary decisional control, because they rapidly suppress partial activation of strongly established stimulus–response associations so that the most strongly established actions are not inevitably executed. In light of the present study, we suggest that the relationship between voluntary decision processes and automatic inhibitory processes might be more complex. Indeed, one plausible source of spontaneous RT fluctuations in conflict tasks is variations of the voluntary decisional process (from more impulsive/fast decisions to more cautious/slow decisions), which might affect unconscious automatic inhibition of the prime-induced response. Thus, not only automatic inhibitory processes seem to contribute to voluntary control (as suggested by Sumner et al., 2007), but voluntary decisional control might also contribute to automatic inhibitory processes.

**Conclusion**

To conclude, the present study shows that RT fluctuations modulated automatic inhibition of irrelevant actions. Moreover, these internal fluctuations of time and external changes of time (i.e., the
different mask-target SOAs) interacted during motor inhibition. When external time had a strong impact on motor facilitation or inhibition, the impact of internal fluctuations on motor facilitation or inhibition seems to be weaker. Moreover, a systematic source of RT fluctuations—RT fluctuations resulting from target sequences—modulate automatic motor inhibition. However, the whole RT fluctuations were larger than the one resulting from target sequence, suggesting that internal spontaneous fluctuations of RT might also play an important role in CE modulations. In this task in which both accuracy and speed are equally required but both requirements are impossible to achieve in every trial, it is likely that spontaneous RT fluctuations are caused by trial-to-trial changes from more cautious and accurate voluntary decisions to more impulsive and faster voluntary decisions. This suggests that fluctuations in the level of caution in voluntary decisions modulate motor inhibition of irrelevant actions, though the latter process is involuntary, automatic, and unconscious.
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